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Double Sided Hexagon 
Table Topper 

 
 

Fabric/Part Cut  

Hexagon Center 10.5” hexagon (see template) 

Border #1 2 ½ ” x 14” 

Border #2 1 ¾ ”x 14” 

Border #3 2 ½” x 14” 

Broder #4 1 ¾” x 14”  

Batting 27” x 27” 
Note: you will need 2 sets of the above fabrics to make a double sided table topper.  
All seam allowances are ¼”. 
 
Construction: 

1. Download and cut out the template for 
the Hexagon centerpiece on template 
plastic or tissue paper. Or use a 
hexagon ruler of your choice. 

2. Layer your 2 center fabrics and cut out 
your center hexagon using your 
template. Mark the registration points 
in each corner of the hexagon with 
chalk or a pencil. Set aside. 

3. Cut your border fabrics as per the 
chart above into 14” strips. Note: you 
can use jelly roll strips. However, you 
will have slightly more fabric waste and 
will get three strip sets per jelly roll 
strip. 
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4. Sew all 4 border fabrics into strip sets in 
the order of the chart above. (B1 + B2 + 
B3 + B4 = strip set). Press 3 strip sets 
towards Border #1 (up) and 3 strip set 
towards Border #4 (down), this will help 
with nesting your seams later. 

5. Lay strip sets on your cutting mat with 
Border #1 at the top and Border #4 at the 
bottom closest to you. Align the 60° line 
on your ruler at the bottom of your strip 
set (along Border #4) and cut on the 
diagonal. 

6. Measure across the top of Border #1 5 
½” and make a small mark with chalk or 
a pencil. 

7. Rotate your ruler; align it with the 60° line 
along Border #4 in the opposite direction 
as in step 5 and with the top of the ruler 
going through the 5 ½” mark you made in 
step 6. Cut the strip set.  (Border #1 should be the same length as one side of 
your hexagon.) 

8. Repeat steps 5-7, making 6 identical 
trapezoids out of your strip sets.  

9. Align one cut strip set with one side of 
your hexagon, placing right sides 
together. Pin through the registration 
points in the hexagon corners. These 
will be your start and stop points while 
stitching. Note: DO NOT stitch beyond 
either point as it will result in puckering.  

10.  Repeat step 9 for the remaining 5 
sides, remembering to only stitch from 
dot to dot. Note: When placing strip sets 
on the hexagon, alternate between strip 
sets with seams pressed up and strip 
sets with seams pressed down so that 
every other set is pressed in the same 
direction. 
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11.  Once all 6 strip sets 
attached to your hexagon, 
press all the seams from 
the hexagon towards the 
borders. 

12.Fold your hexagon in half 
with right sides together. 
Align and nest your border 
seams on right and left. 
Stitch. 

13.  Repeat step 12 by refolding your hexagon to align the next two seams until all 
the seams are stitched together.  

14.Press all seams flat facing to the left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15.Repeat steps 1-14 on second side of table topper. 
16.Layer your batting and table toppers in the following order: Batting, Table Topper 

#1 right side up, Table Topper #2 right side down. Your table toppers should be 
right sides together with all your seams aligned and your diagonal seams nested. 
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17.Trim your batting to the size of your Table Topper. Pin and stitch along the outer 
edge of your Table Topper. Leave a 6” inch hole of one side so that you can turn 
it.  

18.Turn Table Topper right sides out. Press and slip stitch the opening closed. Quilt 
if desired. 
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